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NEOPLASTIC cells appear to descend from other neoplastic cells. Neoplasms
have developed from transplantations of a single cell (Furth and Kahn, 1937;
Ishibashi, 1950; Hosokawa, 1950; Klein, 1955; Hauschka, 1953; Hansen-
MIelander, 1958). These data indicate the genetic nature of neoplasia. Another
type of evidence for this is the recently reported case of mouse leukaemia
(Wakonig-Vaartaja, 1962a). In six separate leukaemic sites the majority of
cells consistently contained a marker (= identifiable) chromosome. As such
marker chromosomes do not naturally occur in healthy mammalian tissue, the
conclusion was drawn that neoplastic cells of the six leukaemic sites belonged to a
single clone and must have originated from one neoplastic cell. The neoplasia
had spread through metastasis to the other sites.
Because of the importance of this conclusion of the genetic nature of neo-
plasia, a further search was made for neoplasms with marker chromosomes.
This paper reports such a case for a human adeno-carcinoma.
MATERIAL
The patient was a female aged 53 with a history ofsix months' post-menopausal
bleeding. A curette was performed and uterine scrapings obtained for histo-
logical and chromosomal studies, which indicated a well differentiated adeno-
carcinoma of the corpus uteri. The patient was given one large dose of C060,
followed bv a radical hvsterectomy, and discharged from hospital.
METHOD
The uterine scrapings were put immediately into normal saline solution, cut
finely, transferred to 1-3 per cent sodium citrate for 30 minutes at 370 C. and fixed
in 60 per cent acetic acid. Cells were then studied under phase contrast.
RESULT
Almost all cells contained an abnormal chromosome shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.
2. The marker seen in metaphases and anaphases was obviously the same one.
This chromosome was easy to identify because it was the largest one in the cell,
and an unequally armed metacentric. The marker was also clearly seen in
numerous (at least 50) metaphases other than those in Table I. However, onlv
those metaphases with well spread countable chromosomes were included in the
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TABLE I.-Presence of the Marker (- Identifiable) Chromosome in the
Cells From A Human Adeno-carcinoma of Corpus Uteri
Total number Marker
Material of cells present
Metaphases 38 . 37
Anaphase-telophases 130 130
Total . 168 . 167
TABLE II. Chromosome Count of 38 Cells Fromt A
Human Carcinoma of Corpus Uteri
Chromosomne
number
Material 46 46 ? 47 ? 92
37 inetaphases with market. 26 4 6 1
1 metaphase without marker 1
Leucocytes from peripheral blood were cultured after the technique of Moor-
head et al. (1960), but no abnormal metaphases were detected. This indicated
that the chromosome complement in the healthy somatic cells of the patient was
normal.
DISCUSSION
The marker described was easily recognisable and found consistently in a large
number of the neoplastic cells; it would be extremely unlikely that such extra-
ordinarily abnormal cells could originate as a simultaneous change in several
cells. Therefore it is concluded, as in the study (Wakonig-Vaartaja, 1962a) of
six leukaemic sites of mice, that all the neoplastic cells belonged to the same
cellular clone. The data ofTable I is therefore supporting evidence for the genetic
nature of neoplasia.
As a result of unknown but obviously existing controlling mechanisms
(Wakonig, 1960; Wakonig-Vaartaja, 1962b), healthy mammalian cells do not
contain many abnormal chromosomes. However, most neoplastic cells, because
they do not obey the control, do often contain various abnormal chromosomes.
The above data are consistent with the theory that neoplastic cells have changed
genetically (= mutated) and transmit the neoplastic property to every descendant
cell. The data contradict such theories which assume that the basic neoplastic
change is a simultaneous temporary one (= purely physiological) in many cells
or whole tissues. However, it is possible that almost simultaneous genetic
changes may occur in special types of neoplasms, wherever the neoplastic change
is rapidly transmitted by certain infectious viruses or by the nucleic acids of these
(Rubin and Temin, 1958). Infection here means the capability to infect rapidly
from cell to cell, not necessarily from one individual to another.
Bayreuther (1960), Wakonig (1960) and Wakonig-Vaartaja (1962b) have
emphasized that the commonly found abnormal chromosome number in neo-
plastic cells cannot be the cause of neoplasia. Rather, they are a consequence of
evolution in the cellular populations no longer obeying the controlling mechanisms
of the body. The main evidence for this conclusion is that sometimes neoplasms
have been found which predominantly contain cells with normal number of
chromosomes. This situation has been found mainly in spontaneous young
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neoplasms of very early stages. This explains that the evidence was restricted
to animal tumours, with the exception of some recently studied human leukaemias
(Baikie et al., 1961).
Unfortunately, the data in Table II contained a few cells, the exact chromo-
some number of which was doubtful. Nevertheless, the majority of the cells
clearly contained the normal number ofchromosomes. With the exception ofone
cell, the marker chromosome was present in all clearly spread 38 metaphases,
and hence showed them to belong to the neoplastic cellular clone. They could
not be mistakenly sampled cellsofnon-neoplastic tissues. Therefore this evidence
ofhuman neoplastic cells with the normal number ofchromosomes deserves special
weight.
SUMMARY
Chromosome analyses were made on cells of a well differentiated adeno-
carcinoma of the corpus uteri. Ninety-seven per cent of metaphases and 100
per cent of anaphases contained an easily indentifiable marker chromosome.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE
FIG. 1.-Metaphase from human adeno-carcinoma of corpus uteri with marker (2n = 46).
x 6892.
FIG. 2.-Anaphase from human adeno-carcinoma of corpus uteri with 2 markers. x 5670.BRMSH JOURNAL OF CANCER.
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